Pupil Parliament Minutes
17.12.2021
People Present
S. Tewes
J. Rainey
Jamemah
Khafeef
Lotfi
Emma
Aleena

Headteacher
PA – Clerk
Year 6

Lara

Year 3

Alice

Year 2

Year 5
Year 4

1. Playground – What else would you like to have in the playground?














Forest Site
Climbing wall and gym
Trampolines
More balls
Garden area
Reading/writing/quiet area
Playground toys
Bridge Site
Colouring area
Referee for football as it can get a bit boisterous
Swings
Longer skipping ropes
Tokens to get prizes, you could use the tokens like a currency in order to get something from
a vending machine. Tokens given for good attendance, behaviour etc.

2. Wet play boxes








Forest
Paints/different types of pens
Role play
Marble run
Games including chess
Lego not possible but Duplo?
Puzzles












Bridge
Fidgets
Ice breaker prompts – interpersonal games
Replacing old games.
Twister
More variety of board games
Able to chat to friends in other classes
Jenga
Dominos
Paints/different types of pens
Role play

What would help keep these items together and safe?





Colour coding, index, inventory list
Boxes with lid that securely closed
Designated play zones i.e. Colouring in one place, Board game another zone etc.
Boxes all with wheels on so easy to move to put stuff out and tidy away

3. Is there any other food that you would like to have on our school menu?







Forest
Greens – More veg
Chinese food
Macaroni cheese
Salad bar everyday – is already available Monday-Thursday
Alternate Friday food i.e. nuggets, burgers, sandwiches, hotdogs etc.







Bridge
Pie
Bread and soup (could soup go in a cup)
Wednesday chicken is repetitive
Chocolate cake/ cake/more desert options
Somosa, Indian type food

4. Pencil cases – do you want them to stay at school or go home?
 Outcome year R – 4 in school, year 5 - 6 at home and can have their own pencil cases.
This is based on the older years saying they wanted to have a point of individuality and
the younger years saying they would worry about them getting lost at home.

AOB





Ping pong when can we play it? Explained that the queues would be too long for the
number of pupils and that it needs to be kept in a good condition for teatime club.
Extra pegs – particularly on Bridge where they are close together and not enough space
for bags and coats.
Porridge in the Bridge site Breakfast Club
Water bottles all agreed should go home to be washed and re-filled.

